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Dear NRC Commissioner NRC Commissioners and Staff,

Dear NRC Commissioners and Staff:

I strongly object to the NRC's proposed massive expansion of Categorical Exclusions.

Some thought the brazen nuclear power industry may have gone too far last fall when there
was the proposal to be able to toss virtually all radwaste but spent reactor fuel into
conventional landfills (and if such spent fuel spilled, it is then considered "low-level" and can
be tossed in landfills in general. Now i realize that the proposal withdrawn seemingly due to
pushback from CBG & PSR was just withdrawn to include under this sweeping proposal for
huge expansions of Categorical Exclusions to the point where anything that can really impact
one's health and the environment is exempt, while anything still regulated is just a token effort
since they have such little impact compared with the cancer death machine known as the
nuclear fuel cycle.

If anyone cares about BIPOC or indigenous rights beyond rhetoric, then deregulating all
aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle including the beginning and end which tend to be on or near
indigenous lands (uranium mining and milling, and dumping plus so-called interim sites which
is also dumping) is the greatest assault one could launch on indigenous people.

I oppose NRC's proposed expansion of Categorical Exclusions (published 5-7-2021).

It appears NRC wants to avoid legitimate controversy & generically exclude further public
input on over a dozen important and controversial impacts from the nuclear fuel cycle.
I do NOT want radioactive waste at any level released from nuclear control, to get into regular
trash & commercial recycling, which could make everyday household items radioactive. This
proposal could do that, despite decades of public opposition to “below regulatory concern”,
“very low-level waste” (VLLW), & other generic exemptions from 10 CFR 20.2002
regulations.
I do NOT want even hotter nuclear waste to go to "low-level" waste sites.
I DO WANT continued & increased surveillance of closed uranium mills.

I WANT more, not less, input on storage & transport cask designs. Dr. Singh of Holtec
admitted at a CEP hearing that his co.'s canisters cannot be inspected, re-packaged or
transported. Stop the charade of canister safety!
I WANT more input, not less, on decommissioning plans & funding assurance requirements
for reactors, uranium facilities & the proposed Consolidated "Interim" Storage facilities. 
I reviewed Holtec's planned Indian Pt. takeover & they outrageously proposed to treat
radioactive water to the depth of a few feet (threat to Hudson R. & aquifer)
I don't want NRC to assume there are no impacts from the numerous exclusions listed in the
adv.d notice of proposed rulemaking.
This proposal violates NEPA.
NRC has not "provide(d) a reasoned explanation for the change(s),". Each pt deserves its own
enviro impact statement, not an exemption.
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DO NOT expand categorical exclusions. NRC should scrap this proposal and focus on
reducing currently allowed exclusions.

Sincerel

Sincerely,
Bruce Campbell
10008 National Bl. # 163
Los Angeles, CA 90034


